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market again surged ahead on a broad front at the end of last week. The Dow reversed itself 
sharply with a lO-point gain in heavy volume in Thursday's trading and, in early trading Friday 
morning, had tacked on another 10 points. 

As has been the case recently, the Dow was actually weaker than the broader-based indices. 
While the senior index was still trading significantly below its high of mid-January, the S&P 
500 had, by Friday, moved above that level. posting a new high for the recovery and again 
flirting with its April. 1971 intra-day peak which. if exceeded. would bring the index to a new 
high for the bull market. The really significant news, however. may have taken pIa c e two 
blocks west of Wall Street. as the American Stock Exchange Price Change Index, which two 
weeks ago surpassed its April high, surged further ahead to the highest level attained since 
early 1969. 

The recent better relative action of the American Stock Exchange Index may have more than 
passing significance. Another statistic of interest is the fact that, for the week ended Decem
ber 31, 1971. volume on the AMEX reached 26,090,000 shares, which figure constituted 36.2% 
of New York Stock Exchange volume for the same week. Since that time AMEX volume as a per
centage of NYSE volume has been hovering close to that figure. 

Now the 36% figure, as we shall see, is not at all high on a historical basis. It is, we 
think, significant. though, that this is the highest figure attained by this ratio in over two 
years-'i~since-JanuaryJ of·19 70 • ·...-InLother-words-.~in-the.entire"advance. to-date ,~acti vity-on ,the -=-- ._~ 

AMEX has been unable to attain the levels recently reached. 
Yet there still appears to be further room on the upside. In the 1966-1968 bull market, AMEX 

volume, on a monthly basis, reached over 60% of New York Stock Exchange volume. In 1966 it 
reached 55% and in 1961 it got as high as 70%. The recent action, in other words, could be a 
beginning of the sort of rise in activity in more speculative stocks which has been a feature of 
every bull market of the post-war period and has been conspicuous by its absence to date. 

It is, moreover, logical that such a phenomenon should begin to emerge at this particular 
point in time. We cited, last week, the reasons for the assumption that the present constitutes 
an advanced stage of a bull market proces s that goes back to May, 1970, interrupted, tempo
rarily, by the weakness of April-November, 1971. It is in just such advanced stages that an in
crease in speculative activity generally begins to rear its head. 

The prospects for a dynamic move in secondary stocks, moreover. become even greater when 
one looks for the major areas of buying power which could fuel a further rise in the stock market. 
As we have been suggesting for the past few months, the prospects for an increase in net insti
tutional purchases of equities appear, at the moment, to be limited at best. The major reserves 
not yet committed to equities belong to the margin trader who, so far, has steadfastly refused 
substantially to increase the level of his debit balances as the market has moved -ahead, 
despite two reductions in margin requirements since 1970. New York Stock Exchange margin debt, 

- as of the end·of-1971, totalled $S.4-billion vs; a high of ' almost $7 billion·in 1968i"It'is-woitti""~ ~I 
noting that, like AMEX volume, after being sluggish throughout most of the market advance, 
this figure also has begun to rise at a more rapid rate. 

Now, how the investor treats the prospect of a more speculative market environment is, of 
course, dependent entirely on his own objectives. The conservative investor is probably well 
advised to ignore the whole thing entirely, an easy task at the current early stages but one 
which will become more difficult as speculative activity becomes more obvious. The aggressive 
investor, of course, will probably opt to participate. It will be important for such investors; how
ever, to maintain a certain attitude of skepticism. As long as one realizes such a phase can
not continue fore over , it can be one highly productive of profits. 
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